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Scheme of investment aid for the development of the 
commercial horticulture sector 2020 
The 2020 Scheme of Investment Aid for the Development of the Commercial Horticulture Sector has 
been launched. A copy of the Terms and Conditions as well as the Application Form for the Scheme 
are available on DAFM's website at the following link: 
http://www.agriculture.gov.ie/farmingsectors/horticulture/horticultureschemes/ 
  
A notice regarding the grant for beekeepers can be found below: 
https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/farmingsectors/beekeepinghoney/beekeepingschemesgrants/ 
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The medicinal benefits of Sphagnum moss 
G.Dempsey, Secretary 

 
The use of honey for medicinal purposes has been well known for a long time. You can read an 
interesting article here 

CAVEAT: Notwithstanding these medicinal benefits of honey, you can’t advertise that on your label -read here 

 
 
Less well known perhaps is the medicinal benefit of Sphagnum Moss and in particular its use instead                 
of bandages, especially during the first World War. On a recent visit to Airfield House in Dundrum,                 
Dublin - I learned that the 2 sisters who ran this estate & house in the early 20th century dedicated                    
much effort to collecting and supplying this moss for soldiers wounded in the war. I had also previously                  
discovered at an outdoor camping/hiking event in Co. Mayo that this moss is also very good at filtering                  
water so you can collect a large amount of it in on mountains or bogs, where you can then squeeze it                     
until water seeps out (though boiling is always recommended before drinking). 
 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-humble-moss-helped-heal-wounds-thousands-
WWI-180963081/  © Smithsonian 
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A Tale of Two Hives. 
By Tom Carr Collis Sandes Kerry Beekeepers 
 
Every now and then debate rages in the beekeeping press over the merits of open mesh floors                 
(OMF's) V solid floors or vice versa. There is no agreement either on whether open mesh floors should                  
have a solid insert (often referred to as a varroa tray or slide) underneath at all times or only when the                     
varroa drop is being monitored or at various other times determined by the beekeeper. It is also often                  
assumed that the open mesh floor was devised in the early 1990's as a means of combating varroa,                  
this is not correct. There were OMF's in use prior to WW1, which is well over a hundred years ago, as                     
far as can be determined Steele and Brodie Beekeeping Appliance manufacturers in Scotland were              
the first to introduce a commercially made floor of that type. This measured typically 9" X 5" and so                   
was not the full size of the hive floor. It was referred to as a ventilator or a ventilated floor and its sole                       
purpose was to provide ventilation during hot weather and honey flows, the opening was covered with                
perforated zinc, underneath which there was a solid wooden slide to control the amount of air flowing                 
through. It may be of interest to know that such a floor was fitted as standard to the Irish Beekeepers                    
Association hive (IBA Hive) when it was first manufactured in 1909, this was just one of the features                  
which made it a very advanced hive. 
 
When varroa arrived in the UK, the OMF floor was seized upon as a means of controlling the pest,                   
various exorbitant claims were made for its effectiveness, some claims were for near 100% and the                
lowest was for 15%, then not to be outdone some researchers in I think Canada, claimed that the use                   
of an OMF caused the number of varroa in a hive to increase and not as was claimed decrease! It is                     
generally accepted nowadays that OMF's are excellent for monitoring varroa drop but have little if any                
effect on the number of varroa present in a colony. 
 
Two years ago, an opportunity presented itself where two identical bee colonies could be monitored               
over autumn and winter and into the following spring, it was decided that one colony would would have                  
a slide inserted under the OMF floor and the other would have the OMF open. That was the original                   
plan, but in practice later (to verify results), it alternated, as to which hive was "open" and which one                   
was "closed," and at times both hives were "open" and at other times both hives were "closed".  
 
The hives used in the trial were six frame langstroth poly nucleus hives manufactured by Paradise                
Honey in Finland, the bees occupied an equal no of frames in each of the boxes and were given a                    
feeder of syrup and also treated for varroa, the drop was very low in each hive. Both feeders were                   
removed and as the space for storage of syrup was limited (they were strong nucs), another six frame                  
box was placed on each hive, this provided space for a slashed 2.5kg of fondant to be placed on the                    
backs of the frames and the remaining space was filled with bubble wrap.........it is better to have bees                  
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looking at food than looking for food! The hives were on stands which kept them two feet above the                   
ground and both were facing east, they were sheltered from the north wind by a bank of                 
rhododendrons and from the worst of the south west wind and rain by the shoulder of a mountain. A                   
long side of each nuc was facing south, but for most of December and January the sun would not be                    
able to clear the mountains. The apiary was located near the sea and frost or snow would be rare and                    
never prolonged when they did occur. The mesh area of the nuc floors occupied perhaps a third of the                   
total floor area and the entrance was a low slit four inches or so in length. 
 
To avoid confusion let us name one hive "L" and the other "P". Both slides were fully inserted into the                    
hive floors and so effectively the nucs had solid floors and were no different in that respect from the                   
solid floor hives used for generations. Incidentally the bees were born and bred in Ireland as were the                  
queens who were sister queens. The bees came and went freely, the weather was mild, but it was too                   
late in the year for forage to be available. After two days a quick inspection showed the polythene                  
covering the tops of the frames and the fondant was dripping with condensation and the ends of some                  
frames were saturated. Another inspection three days later showed that some of the condensation had               
disappeared and the nucs were drier, the weather had not changed. Further inspections over the next                
two weeks showed this state to be stable and the insert in "P" was removed and within days the                   
interior of the hive dried out completely. No inspections were possible for about three weeks as it was                  
not possible to visit the hives. When they were again inspected "P" (with open floor) had several bees,                  
some in clusters of up to a dozen, dead in its immediate vicinity, they were in every little depression                   
where water might collect and even though dead were hanging on tightly, they had left the hive to                  
collect water and because of the extremely cold weather had failed to make it back. The packet of                  
commercially made bee fondant had hardened where it was exposed and the interior of the hive was                 
very dry. There were no dead bees in the vicinity of hive "L" (closed floor). 
 
The floor of hive "P" was now closed and the floor of hive "L" opened. Flight activity from the latter                    
increased and the hive interior and the fondant dried out, but despite careful monitoring there were no                 
evidence of casualties among the water carriers. This was attributed to the weather having become               
warmer at that time, this enabled the bees to return to the hive with water and not literally get frozen to                     
death . The floors of both hives were now closed and in early January another packet of fondant was                   
given to each hive, bees consume a greater quantity of stores from late January onward than at any                  
other time. This is when brood rearing starts and as there is no incoming nectar, fondant can                 
disappear at an astounding rate at this time. beginners please note the need to check frequently and                 
to have a supply of fondant to hand, the weather at this time is too cold to feed syrup and have it taken                       
down into the hive. Few bees die of starvation in November, but many colonies starve in the spring                  
and early summer. 
 
In March/April and it was noticed that hive "P" was headed by a drone layer. A prominent member of                    

the Irish Beekeepers Association offered to unite two colonies to provide a queen, but this was far too                  
generous an offer to accept. The colony was examined with a view to uniting it with the sister colony,                   
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every frame was laid up with drone brood and there were drones everywhere. Had this queen been                 
required as a drone producing breeder queen, this would have been excellent situation, but this queen                
was intended as a production queen so these drones were of no use. There was no worker brood                  
anywhere in the hive and as all the remaining workers were now old overwintered bees there was                 
nothing to be gained by uniting the two colonies. However, a month or so later "P" was again                  
inspected as its "tone" had changed, there was no brood of any sort, very few drones, lots of well worn                    
workers and incredibly an area of polished cells. Another inspection ten days later showed they had a                 
laying queen with an excellent brood pattern. Work that one out! Hive "L" was transferred into a full                  
size hive and despite contributing frames of brood to "P", it managed to produce a good crop of honey. 
 
The above experiment on the merits of OMF's V solid floors was conducted for the benefit of some                  
new members in our bee breeding group, but the results were identical to what has been observed                 
over the years. Some beekeepers have their hives sitting on, or very close to the ground and because                  
of this it makes  
no difference whether the floor is open or closed! Where hives are kept well above the ground (at least                   
eighteen inches), they are above most of the frost, dampness, stagnant air and whatever else may be                 
found at ground level and all the empirical evidence here is that such hives thrive. OMF's with the slide                   
inserted are an excellent method of monitoring not only varroa drop after treatment, but also what else                 
is happening in the hive. Removing the slide leaves the OMF open and causes excessive dryness                
which in turn forces the bees to go and become water carriers with the above results. Bees need                  
moisture to dilute their stores and the center of the cluster is also very humid. Not wishing to be                   
facetious but hollow trees, the favoured home of wild colonies for millions of years do not have the                  
equivalent of an open floor. 
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Adnor Frame Saver 

 
Huge congratulations to Normal Robins and his son Adam. Their invention, the Adnor Frame saver 
won 1st at the London Honey Show. They were also recently awarded Silver at the Gormanston show 
for this invention. 
 
The tool offers 4 specific functions for recycling frames :  
1. It separates the top bar. 
2. It pops out the bottom bar. 
3. It scrapes out the wax channels. 
4. It resets the frame pins, ready for the hammer. 
 
You can watch it in action here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDeJNOp3cnM  
 
Designed for the British Standard Frame.  

Ordered & delivered anywhere in Ireland for €25 
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Buy direct from the inventor here: https://keepers.findyourkeeper.ie/shop/adnor-frame-saver/ 
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Why Gorillas Don’t Make Good Beekeepers 
Grumpy McGrumpface 

 
 
Readers might be forgiven for expecting to find apes in charge of an apiary but in fact, they make                   
dreadful beekeepers. I recently stumbled across research which shows that apart from the obvious              
difficulty of finding a beesuit and gloves that are large enough, the real reason is the prodigious                 
consumption of bananas by our primate cousins! Read on… 
 
 

Alarm pheromone 

Two main alarm pheromones have been identified in honeybee workers. One is released by the               

Koschevnikov gland, near the sting shaft, and consists of more than 40 chemical compounds,              

including isopentyl acetate (IPA), butyl acetate, 1-hexanol, n-butanol, 1-octanol, hexyl acetate, octyl            

acetate, n-pentyl acetate and 2-nonanol. These chemical compounds have low molecular weights,            

are highly volatile, and appear to be the least specific of all pheromones. Alarm pheromones are                

released when a bee stings another animal, and attract other bees to the location and causes the                 

other bees to behave defensively, i.e. sting or charge. The alarm pheromone emitted when a bee                

stings another animal smells like bananas.Smoke can mask the bees' alarm pheromone. 
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continued... 
 
Continued… 
 
For the etymologists among you, the latin word for ape is simia and of course it is apis for bee from 
whence the word apiary is derived. 
 

ape (n.) 

Old English apa (fem. ape) "an ape, a monkey," from Proto-Germanic *apan (source also of 

Old Saxon apo, Old Norse api, Dutch aap, German affe), probably a borrowed word, perhaps 

from Celtic (compare Old Irish apa, Welsh epa) or Slavic (compare Old Bohemian op, Slovak 

opitza ), and the whole group is probably ultimately from an Eastern or non-Indo-European 

language. 

gorilla (n.) 

1847, applied to a species of large apes ( Troglodytes gorilla) by U.S. missionary Thomas 

Savage, from Greek gorillai, plural of name given to wild, hairy beings (now supposed to have 

been chimpanzees) in a Greek translation of Carthaginian navigator Hanno's account of his 

voyage along the northwest coast of Africa, c. 500 B.C.E. Allegedly an African word. 
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FORESTRY & FARMING INFO-ACTION  

CONFERENCE ‘FOREST -FARMING -CLIMATE & THE FUTURE’  
 

 
WITH SHEILA AND TED HARRINGTON  

                 Celtic Ross Hotel, Rosscarbery, Co. Cork on October 21, 2019  

Dr. Kathryn O’Donoghue CEO, Forest Owners Co-operative Society extended an  invitation to attend this 
conference to do a presentation on -  Beekeeping 
  
  
 

 “Beekeeping-A lived Experience” 

  
 
 
 

Benefits of Beekeeping 
 

The  Celtic Ross Hotel was a most pleasant location for this  event and attendees and presenters engaged in 
good humoured banter during the break times. The speakers delivered key insights into the viability of Forestry 
&  Farming opportunities and challenges in the context of biodiversity , the  financial implications for 
inheritance if the final term of  annual forestry grant was imminent,  exploring the dilemma of small farm 
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owners reluctance to change from a culture of farming to tree planting, resulting in the  slow establishment of 
forestry nationwide.  
 

● Headline Speaker – Patrick Ryan, Forestry & Environment Business Consultant, shared a 
comprehensive and multifaceted  global and local view of the urgent need for growth in Forestry to 
support sustainable economic development in Ireland. 

  
● Gerry Dolan represented Glennon Brothers  - www.glennonbrothers.ie – manufacturers of high quality 

timber products for the construction, pallet wood and fencing industries.  Gerry gave an overview of 
the company’s impressive success story from its establishment in 1913.  

 
● John Casey, Teagasc Forestry Advisor, analysed ,interpreted, and summarised graphs and stats relating 

to advantages of appropriate tree planting, CAP issues, compatibility of planting native trees along 
with commercial types, Carbon sink, Methane Offset, Atmospheric filtration and Bio and circular 
economy. Some stats to remember on carbon creation – One bovine = 1.5 tons of carbon pa  

                    One human = 2.3 tons of carbon pa 

                     It takes 3.67 tons of CO2 to create 1 ton of carbon 

                     Current estimation 1 Hectare of forestry sequesters 3.4 tons of carbon pa 

                     One acre of permanent pasture is estimated to hold 0.2 of a ton of carbon. 

                     The addition of ditches and scrub may increase this considerably.  

● Question & Answer session was thought provoking and later individuals were provided with private 
clinic time to pursue personal queries after the presentations. 

● Biodiversity in forestry was explored by Stephanie O’Toole, Streamscapes . Stephanie explained issues 
in relation to a holistic view of planting forestry in the context of 

       Biodiversity concerns.  
● Biodiversity relating to Beekeeping and its benefits were presented by Sheila Harrington, West Cork 

Beekeepers’ Association and information leaflets/ booklets were distributed on behalf of The 
Biodiversity Data Centre , Waterford. There were quite a number of expressions of interest in 
beekeeping at our display table during the course of the day ! 

 
The conference concluded with representation from GP. Wood and Eugene Doyle , FRS. Training.  
Originally Minister for Agriculture M. Creed was scheduled to open the conference but unfortunately he 
was unable to attend and conveyed his apologies.  All participants were  
acknowledged and thanked for their contributions . A successful day with regard to PR. 
 
 
 
For those unable to attend on the day, Sheila’s talk is on the next page. 
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FORESTRY & FARMING INFO-ACTION 
CONFERENCE ‘FOREST -FARMING -CLIMATE 

& THE FUTURE’  

BENEFITS OF BEEKEEPING 
By Sheila Harrington od West Cork Beekeepers’ Association 
 
 
Thank you Dr. Kathryn O’Donoghue for extending an invitation to 
make a presentation at this event organised by the Forestry 
Owners Co-op Society.  

 
Celtic Ross Hotel, Rosscarbery, Co. Cork on October 21, 2019  

 Beekeeping – A lived experience  
 
My name is Sheila Harrington and my husband Ted and I live on a small farm on the North side of the 
Beara Peninsula, overlooking  Ardgroom Harbour.  A pristine environment! 
Our farm is a coastal property which includes  mixed forestry and the remaining portion operates under 
the GLAS Scheme. From 2019 we became involved in 2 further initiatives -The Pearl Mussel Project , 
a results based biodiversity plan to save this mussel  and a Walks Scheme for a  new section of the 
Beara Way Walking Trail  promoted by the Rural Recreation Section of the Dept. of Rural & 
Community Development.  
  
Our connection with beekeeping  began  when  my father in law Den Harrington, now deceased, kept 
bees here at Droumard in the 1940’s. In keeping with the custom locally at that time,  bees  were 
maintained in butter boxes and this pastime was pursued   up to the mid 70’s. I thoroughly  enjoyed 
listening to tales regarding the seasonal behaviour of a bee colony, the phenomenon of swarming, 
catching a swarm by placing a white sheet on the ground beside an  empty butter box  and strangest 
of all, a ritual of “ringing for the bees” using a metal pan and large spoon when attempting to catch a 
swarm. This is also called  “Tanging a swarm”.  Den’s  anecdotes  had a  captive audience and I was 
hooked on the idea of working with the bees  sometime in the future.  
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In 2017 following completion of a Beekeeping Course , I felt brave enough to make a start  with  2 
Nucs  or mini hives  as an experiment and since then life in retirement has  changed utterly…. We now 
have 14 double brood hives in our Apiary! 

 
 
 
Ted  looks  after “bee accommodation” by making new hives as required and our past Summers were 
roller coasters  of hyperactivity trying to be a step ahead of the bees!  Weekly hive inspections 
involved checking brood frames to make sure each colony had (a)  adequate space for  colony 
expansion, (b) enough stores of food, (c) a  healthy Queen bee, Workers and Drones along with eggs, 
larvae, uncapped and capped and emerging brood and (d) if  new  Queen Cells were present we had 
to make provision for a new Nucleus Hive and do a split to avoid the old Queen leaving unexpectedly 
with a swarm to set up a new colony. When the bees filled and capped the Super Frames , at  the 
beginning of  August we removed the honey and it was ready for the Extractor. This   allowed the bees 
an adequate time frame  up  to September/ October  for foraging to  fill any remaining storage spaces 
left in  their brood boxes in preparation for the Winter and early Spring. After extracting the honey it 
was first poured into a settling tank and after a few days it was bottled.  Local honey is in great 
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demand in Beara and the bulk of our honey harvest has been sold to repeat customers as well as 
sharing with family and friends. 
Luckily we have had no Winter losses of bee colonies and we attribute this in part to using  WBC Hives 
which are well insulated to allow for extremes of temperature owing to climate change.  
A diverse and continuous supply of forage on our bee friendly farmland,  including an orchard, forestry 
comprising  a  mix of native trees as well as commercial timber  is also a huge asset as bees feed on 
an extensive range of wildflowers, flowering hedgerows, heather and other bee friendly plants , herbs 
and fruit etc. 
Once again during  this Summer there was an abundant  honey harvest and nothing compares with 
the   collective hive hum in the Apiary and the hypnotic aroma of pollen, nectar and honey on opening 
each hive.  
 
Elizabeth Lawrence captures this beautifully when she wrote the following – 
 
                   “The hum of the bees is the voice of the garden” 

 
Context for assessing Benefits of Beekeeping  
Who are our pollinators? 
Most insect pollination in Ireland is carried out by bees and wild bees make the biggest contribution. 
We have two types of managed honeybees, Native Irish Honey Bees and Buckfast Bees together with 
97 different wild bees. The list includes 20 bumblebees and 77 solitary bee species. Research shows 
that reliable pollination services depend not only on healthy honeybee populations, but also on an 
abundance and diversity of wild bees and other insect pollinators. 
Hover flies which look like bees but have only one pair of wings, butterflies and even bats, play a part 
in pollination as well .  
 
Challenges  
 
Unfortunately our pollinators are in decline, and the problem is serious. One third of our  bee species is 
threatened with extinction.  If we want them to thrive and  pollinate crops and wild plants etc. for future 
generations, we need to manage the landscape in a more pollinator-friendly way and create a network 
of diverse and flower-rich habitats as well as planting native trees , hedgerows and shrubs etc. Full 
details of all actions necessary to achieve this aim are comprehensively noted in  The All- Ireland 
Pollinator Plan 2015-2020.  
 
Restoration, preservation and enhancement of ecosystems related to agriculture and forestry must be 
prioritised as the continued survival of pollinators is seriously under threat. Please note Ireland’s 
biodiversity contributes at least 2.6 billion Euro annually to the Irish economy.  
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The All-Ireland Pollinator Plan 2015-2020 presents a rescue formula and is supported by over 80 
governmental and non-governmental organisations who have pledged to deliver 81 actions to achieve 
this goal and make Ireland, North and South, more pollinator friendly. Everyone, from farmers to 
councils, local communities, businesses, schools, gardens and transport authorities have a shared role 
to play in the Pollinator Plan in collaboration with beekeepers. 
 
Beekeepers have a duty of care to manage their bee colonies in accordance with standards of  best 
practice – regular hive inspections should  include  record keeping, checking  for signs of disease, 
monitoring for presence of  varroa mite and treating with recommended remedies, avoiding swarming 
and provision of warm dry accommodation including regular replacement of discoloured brood 
foundation and frames .  
 
Why do we need pollinators? 
 
Pollinators are important to farmers who grow pollinator-dependent crops and to those who grow their 
own fruit and vegetables and for the health of our environment. The annual value of pollinators to the 
Irish  economy is at least 53 million Euro and £603 million  in the U.K.  Even if we don’t currently grow 
these crops, we should aim to retain the ability to do so for future generations. 
 
Albert Einstein is attributed as having claimed: 
 
“If the bee disappeared off the face of the earth, man would only have four years  left  to live” 
 
78% of our wildflowers also benefit from being pollinated by insects – without bees 
we will lose the colourful and distinct natural beauty of our landscape, which makes it a pleasant place 
to live, an attractive destination for tourists, and a selling point for our agricultural produce and 
promotion of  our green image at home and abroad. 
 
 
What do our pollinators need to survive ? 
 
Just like us, pollinators need food and a safe place to live.  
 
Food:  
Lack of food is a major cause of pollinator decline. Bees feed only on pollen 
and nectar from flowers, shrubs and trees and they need the right kinds of flowers during their active 
period from February / March all the way through to September/ October 
 Nectar gives the adults energy for flying and they feed pollen to their young. To have a healthy 
balanced diet, bees need to be able to feed on a range of different flowers etc. Spring is when bees 
are most at risk of starvation as weather conditions can be harsh.  
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Shelter:  
Bumblebees nest in long grass (often at the base of hedgerows). Most solitary bees nest by making 
little tunnels in bare soil, while a small number nest in existing cavities in drystone walls, masonry or 
wood. 
Safety: 
 Bees need to be protected from insecticides. Equally, they need areas of food 
and shelter that are free from herbicides and fungicides. 
 
 
Benefits of beekeeping 
 
1. Managed colonies of Native Irish Honey Bees and Buckfast Bees produce honey which is unique in 
flavour and it is specific to individual forage locations . 
 
2. Honey is regarded as a health promoting product with anti- bacterial  and anti- fungal properties as 
well  as anti- inflammatory effects. For example Ivy Honey, which is thixotropic, is promoted for its 
medicinal properties. .  
 
3. 100% Irish honey is highly prized at home and abroad for its taste and quality and is a high value 
product with huge potential for sale to artisan food outlets / markets, Michelin Star Restaurants and 
Hotels.  
 
4.Heather Honey is also favoured for its richness of colour and depth of flavour. 
 
Experts can determine the floral bouquet of an individual jar of Irish honey  at tasting sessions.  
Creamed Honey, Chunk Honey, Cut Comb Honey and Section Honey are other options for 
beekeepers  to sell in shops and at Country Markets. 
 
5. Mead, an alcoholic drink produced  from honey is  another option to explore 
 
6. Beeswax is an item produced by bees which can be re-purposed by candlemakers and transformed 
into expensive ceremonial candles – Baptisms, Communions, Weddings, Significant Anniversaries, 
Christmas / Easter Events etc. 
Beeswax is also used in furniture polish and lip balm 
 
7. Propolis  
Propolis or bee glue is a resinous mixture that honey bees produce by mixing saliva and beeswax with 
exudate gathered from tree buds, sap flows, or other botanical sources. It is used as a sealant for 
unwanted open spaces in the hive.  
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8.Pollen  
 
Bee pollen is a ball or pellet of field-gathered flower pollen packed by worker honeybees, and used as 
the primary food source for the hive. It consists of simple sugars, protein, minerals and vitamins, fatty 
acids, and a small percentage of other components. Also called bee bread, or ambrosia, it is stored in 
brood cells, mixed with saliva, and sealed with a drop of honey.  
 
9.Royal Jelly  
 
Royal jelly is secreted from the glands in the hypopharynx of nurse bees. This 
honey bee secretion is used in the nutrition of all larvae up to day three and after that only to the 
Queen.  
  
*** Assessment of Health benefits of Propolis, Bee Pollen and  Royal Jelly  is a topic for another day 
as some studies are not conclusive.  
 
 
10. Activities attaching to the art of beekeeping also provide employment to those supplying or making 
components for the Apiary – 
 
Complete Hives, hive tools, bee suits, gloves, smokers, sheets of foundation, brood & Super frames, 
Extractors, Settling Tanks, de- capping trays, scrapers or hot knives, medicinal remedies, Hive Alive 
Supplement, Honey Jars/ Lids, DAFM compliant Labelling, etc 
 
11. Successfully managed Apiaries can also – 
 
      supplement fragmented sources of income on small farms  
       provide sustainable extra income to farmers engaging in Agri Tourism 
      with the added bonus of enriching biodiversity by planting  bee- friendly forage 
      in accordance  with The All – Ireland Pollinator Plan 2015 – 2020 
 
12. Educational benefits – Honey Bees in managed colonies provide endless data for future studies of 
insect health  and  behaviour  in rural, coastal and urban environments . 
 
Beekeepers are encouraged to engage in LifeLong Learning for the purpose of preserving healthy bee 
colonies and minimising problems of disease. The Art of Beekeeping is an amazing study which has 
endured for millennia and with heightened awareness of the fact that Mankind has  now reached a 
“tipping point” world- wide re Pollinator preservation  challenges, we must acknowledge our duty of 
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care. As a starting point, take a  look at  “The Bride Valley Project”   and then embrace the The All- 
Ireland  Pollinator Plan 2015-2020 - 
 
                 5. Actions for bee-friendly farming: 
                     Maintain native flowering hedges 
                     Allow wildflowers grow around the farm 
                     Provide nesting places for wild bees 
                     Minimise artificial fertiliser use 
                     Reduce pesticide inputs  
 
Comprehensive notes on carrying out all  5 Actions  are in this booklet which is freely available  at the 
West Cork Beekeeper’s display table, together with information leaflets and list of useful websites .  
Reference List – 
Pollinator  facts, suggestions and plans from” Farmland: 
Actions to help pollinators  “  ( All Ireland Pollinator Plan) 
 
Sincere thanks to the following people for their invaluable help and support in preparation for this 
event- 
 
          Irish Beekeepers’ Association Clg  
          Dr. Jacqui Glisson, Chairperson   
          Colette O’Connell, PRO 
 
         National Biodiversity Data Centre - 
         Dr. Úna Fitzpatrick, Senior Ecologist  
         Mr. Ben Malone – Administrative & Engagement Officer 
 
 
 
 
 

My husband  Ted and daughter 
Aoife for attending to the West 
Cork Beekeepers’ information / 
display table at the Info-Action 
conference   
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The Beekeeping Year 
By Alan Forskitt Three Counties and IBA director 

November, December and January. 

With the onset of winter this is the period where very little needs to be done in the apiary. The 
hives should be heavy by now with stores of honey. If they are not they can still be fed syrup 
to get them up to weight while they are still flying, this should be done by mid November 
before the weather changes. After this use fondant which is more of an emergency food if the 
hived become light later in  the winter. Routine maintenance when the bees are not flying and 
ensuring the hives are tied down and checked after winter storms are the only outside jobs 
that can be done. The hives should never be opened between now and spring. 

·        Observe the entrance for activity. On warm days you will see bees leaving on cleansing 
flights and if the weather is dry you may see pollen being brought in, this usually indicates 
the presence of brood. 

·         Late November and preferably after a period of frost use a sticky board on the floor insert 
to ascertain the daily mite drop. This will then indicate whether winter treatment is 
necessary with oxalic acid. 

     Periodically heft the hives to assess the stores and feed fondant if necessary and 
preferably without moving the crown board by using an eke or empty super if needed. 

·         Routinely check the apiary for storm damage and that the hives are securely tied down 
and weighted if necessary. 

·         If you are looking to split hives or breed queens review your hive records to assess your 
needs and actions. 

·         Buy and build any equipment for the coming year and paint and repair any spare 
equipment. Many suppliers have mid winter sales to look out for 

·         Attend any association meetings. Listen to any speakers and more experienced 
beekeepers and talk to other beekeepers to swap ideas and to gain information. 
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·         Prepare a book or sheets for hive records. 

The only flowers still lingering on are Ivy and in some areas Himalayan Balsam The first 
flowers to follow on are hazel and willow which might come early if the weather is kind but 
these only give pollen hence the need to assess the food requirements for the hive 

Alan Forskitt 

 

 

___________________ 

Photography Competition Update. 
 

 

 

          Special thanks to all who contributed to our recent 
photographic competition.  We had a huge response 
with entries coming from as far afield as Germany. 
Entries are currently being assessed by a panel of 
photographers.  

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR RESULTS IN OUR NEXT ISSUE!  

 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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The Asian Hornet Handbook, by Sarah Bunker. 

Reviewed by  Colette O’Connell, PRO.  
As beekeepers here in Ireland watch the increasing advance 
of the Asian Hornet, Vespa Velutina, advancing ever closer to 
our shores, what better time to release a book with 
information, practical and scientific on how to mount a 
defence before it’s imminent arrival. 
 
Asian Hornet from China to France in Pottery 
Around 2004, the Asian / Yellow legged Hornet, Vespe 
veluntino nigrithorax, was accidentally imported into Southern 
France from China. It arrived with imported pottery from 
China.   It has spread with astonishing speed through west 
European countries.   Since 2016, there have been incursions 
into the UK.  These incursions are increasing as the 
population of hornets in Europe increases in numbers.  For beekeepers, this is frightening as 
the Asian Hornet loves eating bees, honey bees in particular.  Furthermore if a nest is 
disturbed, they can be very aggressive. 
 
EU -  Invasive Alien Speciees of “Union Concern”. 
The author tells us that the Asian Hornet is classed as an “Invasive Alien Species”, (IAS) of 
“Union Concern”, within the European Union.  This is because of it’s rapid spread through 
member states and across borders.  (An IAS is an alien species whose introduction has been 
found to threaten or to have dan adverse impact upon biodiversity and related ecosystem 
services.)  According to the International Union for the Conservation of Nature, (IUCN). IAS’s 
are the most significant threat to biodiversity after habitat loss.  To counter this invasion, EU 
member states are obliged to try to eradicate it and if/when this fails, to manage the pest. 
 
In the UK, Asian Hornet Action Teams, (AHAT’s) have come into being as part of local 
beekeeping associations, with one single point of contact through the BBKA, the British 
Beekeepers’ Association, through to the National Bee Unit, (NBU). 
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We here in Ireland can learn from the contingency plans put into place in the UK.  In 2011, the 
Non-Native Species Secretariat (NNSS) conducted a risk assessment for Vespa velutina. 
The NHSS has put out two  posters; one is an identification poster and the other is a “Wanted” 
poster and this acts as an initial first step in a media campaign to help raise public awareness 
and so have the public as well as beekeepers act as eyes on the ground for the NBU. 
 
Practically, sentinel hives are in situ all over the country, managed by beekeepers on behalf of 
the NBU. As well as on the alert for the Asian Hornet, the beekeepers are on 
the alert for other possible pests such as the small hive beetle, Aethina tumida, which will 
arrive at the UK at some point in the future. 
 
 
Summer in Jersey. 
 
In 2018, the author, Sarah Bunker,  spent a summer in Jersey, tracking Asian Hornets.  She 
became well versed  in the “Jersey method” to source the locations of the hornets’ large paper 
nests.   Her book serves as a useful handbook on how to track and trap Vespa velutina, 
drawing  from the experiences of the authour, fellow beekeepers and entomologists in Jersey 
and the UK 
 
On returning to the UK, Sarah wrote this book to be used as a resource handbook for 
beekeepers, informing us about these formidable yet what she calls extraordinary insects. Dr. 
Bunker empowers ordinary beekeepers with the information, uptodate scientific findings on 
Asian Hornet biology, behaviour and ecology, the spread of these insects, how they are dealt 
with in the UK, tracking, trapping and other methods of control.  For those of you, like me, 
concerned about the impact of these alien insects on our honey bee population here in 
Ireland, this book is a must read.  
 
Pollinators affected. 
Whilst reading and learning about Vespa velutina, readers need to be mindful that this is not 
just a beekeeping problem.  Dr. Bunker points out that Vespa velutina  is a “voracio us 
predator” of other pollinators, as well as many others including flies, caterpillars and spiders. 
With the many threats and pressures currently facing pollinators in Ireland, and worldwide, the 
arrival of this predator to our shores could be the final nail in the coffin of pollinators. To help 
ensure the survival of these vital insects and the part they play in the survival of all life, we 
need to educate ourselves and the public about this predator, and ensure an adequate 
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system is put in place to track and trap and destroy primary and secondary nests before the 
species becomes established here as it has in Europe.  Readers can apply pressure to the 
DAFM and local representatives, as well as highlighting the issue in local media, to ensure 
that Ireland is ready to meet and deal with Vespa velutina  when it arrives. 
 
This book will be a great Christsmas present for beekeepers, entomologists and naturalists 
and anyone with an interest in alien species.  
 
 Copy of the Business size cards included with this book. 
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Obituary Liam Nolan – RIP (1943 – 2019)  
by Loretta Neary 

 

On 2nd September 2019, we gathered in a 
packed St. Patrick’s church in Newtown, 
near Bagenalstown/Muine Bheag, Carlow 
to celebrate the life of Liam Nolan.  Liam’s 
family, friends, colleagues and neighbours 
all came to say goodbye to this wonderful 
gentle man.  
 
 
We knew Liam through the beekeeping 
aspect of his life when he held the role of 
secretary of South Kildare Beekeepers 
Association for many years, where he did 
an excellent job.  He was also Education 
Manager for our beginners course and 
many, many people benefited from his 
dedication, attention to detail, humour and 
sheer delight in passing on knowledge 

and skills, in his ever patient and kind way.  So often you would catch that knowing twinkle in his eye.  
He had been a school principal in his time and one of the things he loved to do in recent years was 
visit schools and help enlighten the pupils about bees, he built an observation hive so that he could 
take real live bees to show the children and watch their growing understanding and appreciation of 
these wonders of nature.  
Liam was a long-standing member of The Native Irish Honey Bee Society and a great supporter of the 
native black bee.  As well as being an active member of South Kildare he was also Instructor for 
beginners at Carlow Beekeepers Association. 
Our good friend Liam will be sadly missed by all his friends and beekeeping associates – we will 
always remember him with great affection.  
Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam dílis.  
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           Teagasc   ‘Hedgerow 19’  Launch day      by Alan Forskitt  

 

Photo of some of those in attendance at the Hedgerow launch day, 21st October, 2019. 

Teagasc held the opening of its Hedgerow 19 campaign on the 21st of October. The event attracted a 
good crowd from different backgrounds varying from agricultural contractors to wildlife conservation 
groups. There were a large number of beekeepers present including representatives from several local 
beekeeping associations, Paul O’Brien the president of FIBKA and ourselves, Colette O’Connell and 
Alan Forskitt representing IBAclg. 

  

The aim of the week of events was to promote hedgerows as a very necessary habitat for wildlife and 
protection for crops when cut to a suitable size and shape. Birds and pollinators are the first creatures 
that spring to mind but the hedgerows also provide cover for small and large mammals by giving them 
adequate cover in which to breed. The hedgerows also give the birds and smaller mammals protection 
from attack from carnivores such as foxes, cats, and magpies, routes for animals to migrate along and 
for birds of prey to hunt along. 

From the farmer’s point of view a well maintained hedge with a pointed top also gives better shelter 
from the elements for both crops and livestock and will be stock proof. 
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The event was opened by Tim Ashmore, the Principal of Tegasc’s Kildalton College near Piltown who 
gave a brief introduction to the stakeholders and presented Catherine Keena who is the driving force 
behind this new initiative. Catherine gave a short account of the week as ‘to get all our Irish hedgerows 
fit for birds and bees’. In essence, to achieve this, the hedgerows need to be at least 1.5m above the 
bank or ditch to protect nesting birds from attack. In fact if the hedges are lower than this the birds may 
well not nest in them at all. Catherine also pointed out that even in routinely trimmed hedges white 
thorns left to grow above the hedge will provide food for pollinators and birds and that we should not 
allow neatly trimmed hedges to override our ecological needs.  

  

Catherine Keena with her prescriptive 
recipe for Hedgerows. 

  

  

Francis Quigley, a Teagasc farm 
machinery specialist, then addressed 
the stakeholders explaining the need for 
the contractors to promote these newer 
guidelines as they are the ones who 
shape the hedgerows and give Ireland 
its unique scenery.  

Minister Andrew Doyle TD, Minister of 
State for Food, Forestry and Horticulture 
followed on with his introduction to the 
event by reminiscing using the quote 
‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder and 
that short back and sides is good for the 
army  but you wouldn’t get into some 
rock bands like it’. He went on to say 
that changes are afoot to make the less 
manicured hedges to be the norm and 
promote more stock proof hedges with 
bio diversity especially for our native 
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species and allow more  ecologically friendly practices to come to the fore. 

  

The introductions then ended with Professor Gerry Boyle, a Teagasc Director, speaking about the 
importance of hedgerows as a resource, it being about 6% of the land area of our country compared to 
12% covered by forestry. He spoke of Catherine Keena’s enthusiasm to promote good practices in 
hedgerow management and that the week was to emphasize what we have and how to improve it but 
in future to increase the amount of hedgerows in the country. Gerry finished by congratulating 
Catherine on her efforts to promote biodiversity and wishing her more success in the future. 

  

A hedge cutting demonstration followed showing the now accepted method of hedge cutting and a 
lengthy discussion by all parties ensued to discuss how, if possible the method could be further 
improved, for example by leaving a wildlife strip to the sides of the hedges. 

The group then retired indoors where hot drinks and sandwiches were served and further networking 
took place. 

While speaking to a representative from an agricultural contractor’s association I was informed that 
they do try to promote the new methods, but these contractors provide a service and ultimately it is 
their clients who dictate how their hedges are cut. From this there is a way to go yet but people are 
listening. It would be good to see this become an annual and well advertised event. 

  

There is literature available to back up these guidelines from both Teagasc and from the Pollinator 
Plan Initiative which can be used to give to landowners in an attempt to highlight the new thinking. The 
colleges are teaching this as the way forward so hopefully this method will grow with time.  

We wish Catherine well in her endeavours and success in the future. 
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Francis Quigley,Farm Machinery Specialist, Teagasc,  Alan Forskitt, Director of the IBA CLG, 
Tim Ashmore, Teagasc,Minister of State, Andrew Doyle, Catherine Keena, Teagasc, Colette 
O’Connell, PRO of the IBA CLG. 

Following on from this there is a video of the introductions at 

 https://www.facebook.com/Teagasc/videos/396719447949816/ 

and also a video of Collette and myself outlining the need for hedgerows for our pollinatos at 
https://twitter.com/teagasc/status/1187281368075640832?s=04&fbclid=IwAR17WJbzsSOVUI
ojFMyZJZLTPaP6rpPTarzwmUbqiCfm34ZOeuzcCjK-R_w 

  

Alan Forskitt and Colette O’Connell 
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              FABULOUS BEES  by Pamela Morrison. 

                              

On Thursday, 24th October,  the humble bee had a win, a small one, but a win all the same. She really 
needed it as her population has plummeted and her living conditions have become so difficult. As she 
buzzed from flower to flower she had no idea that in Brussels they would have a vote that may impact 
her life greatly. MEPs voted overwhelmingly in favour to block revised legislation to ignore the risk to 
bee larvae from long-term exposure to chemicals known as chronic toxicity. 

 

This move is a very welcome one for all who have a love of bees. So what do we do now to support 
the bees and other pollinators when unfortunately 16 member states and legislation has laid dormant 
for 6 years. We continue to email our MEPs and remind them of the plight of bees and we expect them 
to support the survival of this very important species. 

 

I also ask that on the 21st of May, 2020,  for World Bee Day you wear a piece of stripped or black 
clothing to show you care about our bee species, plant a bee friendly plant, send an email to an MEP 
in your support of bees, educate your family and friends of the hardships facing our pollinators. Take 
photos of bees to celebrate all they do for us humans. 

 

I learnt of this campaign from Colette who asked us all to do our small part to highlight it. I am so 
grateful to her for her work on it and getting me involved. 
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There has been other work done in the European Parliament such as the 
banning of  outdoor neonicotinoids. There are miles to go but I 
think if we continue on this road of putting pressure on MEPs we can 
have a big win for the little bee who kindly provides us with so much of 
our food.  

Together let’s bee-lieve we can change the world for bees and other pollinators!  

NOTE:  The following message was received by Pamela from Sean Kelly MEP which gives the 
current update position on this legislation in Europe.  
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We need to remain vigilant for when it comes before Parliament again

______________________________________________________________ 
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          NOVEMBER….”NO!”,  by Thomas Hood. 

                      

No sun - no moon! 

No morn - no noon - 

No dawn - no dust - no proper time of day              . 

No warmth, no cheerfulness, no healthful ease, 

No comfortable feel in any member - 

No shade, no shine, no butterflies, no bees, 

No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds, 

               November!  

  

 Thomas Hood was a 19th century English author, poet 
and humorist.  This poem is an example of a kind of 
extended pun, as Hood’s list of phrases beginning with “no” 
is revealed by the final line to be a list of all the negative 
characteristics of the month of November. 
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HOORAY….THE WESTS AWAKE!  

HOORAY….THE WESTS AWAKE! 

 

 

 

Comhairdeachas do gach i gCumman Beachairí na Gallimhe. 
(Congratulations to all in Galway Beekeepers’ Association.) 

Plenty of crack and fun was to be had in Galway on Friday 15th November and Saturday 16th 
November, with solid relevant information from lectures with the B na G Honey Show 2019. 

It was heartening to see so many familiar faces from the Irish Beekeeping world and even 
more fun catching up with so many of you. 

The standard of talks was high yet entertaining. 

Michael Young got our taste buds going on Friday night and was followed on Saturday by Jim 
Donoghue, Beemaster, demonstrating honey from the hive to jar and ensuring a continuous 
flow of laughter….. 

Dr. Rachael Wisdom, Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine spoke about 
establishing a two way relationship with beekeepers, grant aid to beekeepers and touched on 
the DAFM’s contingency work as we wait for the imminent arrival of the Asian Hornet. 

Our own Dr. Jacqueline Glisson followed with her informative talk about  Vespa Velutino 
Nigrothorax, which proved to be an excellent follow on from Dr. Wisdom’s talk.  Jacqui 
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demonstrated easy to make hornet traps and the most suitable bait to use in traps at different 
times of the year. 

A detailed, in depth  article will follow, with  photos and the results from the B na G Honey 
show in our next issue…. 

On behalf of Gearóid Ó Fathaigh, secretary of the Galway Beekeepers’ Association, and the 
entire board of directors of the IBA, a huge thank you to all association secretaries for 
circulating B na G e-mails to members, posting on FB pages to spread the word, to  highlight 
the event. It was great to see so many non members of the IBA present, and participating in 
the Honey show.  

And last, thank you to B. na G., Beachairis na Gaillimhe, for the warm welcome and smiles 
and crack, and a memorable two days! 

Go raibh míle míle maith agaibh go léír!  

Colette PRO 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

- 

 

POLLINIS - UPDATE, which may be of interest to 

members. 
10 rue Saint Marc - 75002 Paris 

+33140264034 

Dear local bee lovers, 

Two years ago, thanks to our (POLLINIS) Statement of Principle on the need of legal protection for local 
bees in the European Union, we managed to introduce an amendment mentioning the legal protection of 
local bees in the ERDŐS Report, a first at the European Parliament level. 
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This was a major victory for all of us dedicated to local bees. 

However, the European Commission has yet to take action on this issue. To ensure that the EU does, we 
are going to bring our campaign « #SaveLocalBees » back to life. 

We are about to launch a website. The goal of this website is : 

- To give visibility to this action by publishing an updated statement of principle and its signatories; 

- To reassemble the signatories of the Statement of principle; 

- To publish articles on the subject from all the stakeholders (scientists, NGOs...) who want an EU legal 
framework for the protection of subspecies and ecotypes of honey bees indigenous to the territory of the 
European Union and, therefore, their conservation in their natural habitat; 

- To invite citizens to join us in signing an international petition on the subject. 

If you want to sign the new Statement of principle, and be part of this coalition, we created this simple 
Google form you can fill. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdN4Xwqfb_-zLdcb6YoxfrhFJo694v9g2j6Olez2JQT7EF8xQ/vi

ewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1 

If you know of any other organisation, association or people that would be interested in this campaign, 
please forward them this e-mail, or put us in contact with them. 

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us. 

 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 

-- 

Léa Guerin 
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Pôle Abeille 

POLLINIS 

10 rue Saint Marc - 75002 Paris 

+33140264034 
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ULSTER BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
CONFERENCE 2020 

EXPERT SPEAKERS 2020 

• Prof. Tom Seeley - Cornell University 

• Assoc. Prof. Debbie Delaney - University of Delaware 

• Dr. Una Fitzpatrick - AIPP 

• Prof. Jane Stout - Trinity College Dublin 
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• Flemming Vejsnæs - Danish Beekeepers Assoc. 

• Chris Hodges - Senior Beekeeper 

• Mark Wallace - Bee Master 

• Saorla Kavanagh - AIPP 

• Juanita Browne - AIPP 

• Nigel Semmence - NBU 

• Dara Kilmartin - CFL 

 

 

Full conference brochure available by link below. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ogbl#inbox/FMfcgxwGB
mwFTXjhGQsHrPwvPSDrlrXw?projector=1&messagePartI
d=0.1 
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